
Pricelist  

WORKGROUP VERSION

ENTERPRISE VERSION

(Limited to a maximum of 15 users and 5 workspaces)

(No user limit, maximum of 15 workspaces*)

Includes: 
FocalPoint Server Software, 5 workspaces and 5 users $7900/£5050/€5900

Additional User Packs:    
Add another 5 users    $4250/£2720/€3180
Add another 10 users    $7250/£4640/€5425 
 

Includes: 
1 server, 5 workspaces, 5 users   $16750/£10750/€12550

Additional User Packs:    
5 user pack     $4250/£2720/€3180
10 user pack     $7250/£4640/€5425
25 user pack     $13500/£8640/€10100
50 user pack      $19250/£12320/€14400
100 user pack     $28500/£18240/€21325

Above 100 contact ConSol* or Square Box Media

Additional Workspaces
Add 5 workspaces     $7495/£4800/€5610
Add another 5 workspaces    $5490/£3515/€4110

High Availability Configurations
Add additional servers    $4995/£3210/€3750

*In configurations involving Collections/Portfolios, a Collection/Portfolio is considered a workspace.

UPGRADES, SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE (mandatory the first year)

Applicable to both Workgroup and Enterprise versions: 15% of the RRP.

The Support and Maintenance package includes software assurance. For example, customers with  
existing Support and Maintenance contracts can upgrade to major new releases of the software at 
30% of the RRP, plus an additional Support and Maintenance cost that is 15% of the upgrade RRP. 
Customers without the Support and Maintenance will have to pay the full RRP of any major upgrades.

E.G  SuperComputers Ltd buy FocalPoint Server software for 1 server, 5 workspaces and 5 users and would like 
to add a second server in a High Availability configuration. The same 5 workspaces are usable by connecting to 
either server. However the total number of users who can connect to either server at any given time remains 5. For 
example, if there are 3 users connected to one server, only 2 users can connect to the other server. 

Please note that the licensing charges apply only to the servers running FocalPoint Server software. The FocalPoint 
Server database can be kept in separate servers for best performance and scalability, but licensing charges do not 
apply to such servers..
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